On Friday, February 1, we will be striking alongside Local 39 Operating Engineers over Marin General’s demand that we accept massive healthcare takeaways while the hospital is raking in profits.

The North Bay Central Labor Council has sanctioned our strike. We ask that you honor our picket line. Together, we will send a powerful message to management that workers are united against management’s greed.

Marin General reported a $17 million profit last year. Its CEO Lee Domanico makes over $1 million per year.

But hospital management wants us to pay hundreds of dollars more per month for our health insurance, without offering raises to help offset the cost. Management is starting with us – imaging technicians – and the engineers because our contracts have expired, but they plan to demand the same concessions from our nurses and our coworkers represented by the Teamsters.

Workers at Marin General are standing together to protect our health insurance. Please stand with us.